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bstract. We present an endomicroscope apparatus that
xhibits out-of-focus background rejection based on wide-
eld illumination through a flexible imaging fiber bundle.
ur technique, called HiLo microscopy, involves acquir-

ng two images, one with grid-pattern illumination and
nother with standard uniform illumination. An evaluation
f the image contrast with grid-pattern illumination pro-
ides an optically sectioned image with low resolution.
his is complemented with high-resolution information
rom the uniform illumination image, leading to a full-
esolution image that is optically sectioned. HiLo endomi-
roscope movies are presented of fluorescently labeled rat
olonic mucosa. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi-
eers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3130266�
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ectioning; fiber-bundle imaging.
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The development of a simple, robust high-resolution fluo-
escence endomicroscope is driven by preclinical and clinical
eeds.1 Standard wide-field techniques are hampered by their
nability to to reject out-of-focus background, generally lead-
ng to low signal contrast. Strategies to reduce out-of-focus
ackground have been based on confocal detection2–6 or two-
hoton excitation,7,8 both requiring some sort of scanning
echanism. Alternatively, out-of-focus background can be re-

ected in a nonscanning wide-field endoscope by use of struc-
ured illumination microscopy �SIM�,9 which we have imple-
ented with a flexible fiber bundle.10 While SIM is effective

t optical sectioning, we have found that it is highly suscep-
ible to sample motion, the difficulty being that high-
esolution image information in SIM is distributed over a se-
ies of at least three raw images, meaning that any
isregistration between the raw images leads to artifacts in

he final processed SIM image. Recently, we have developed
novel hybrid-illumination technique to address this

Address all correspondence to E-mail: jmertz@bu.edu.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 030502-
problem.11 In this technique, two raw images are required,
only one containing high-resolution information and the other
containing low-resolution information. Hence, the name of
our new imaging technique: HiLo microscopy.

The two raw images required for HiLo microscopy are
based respectively on uniform and nonuniform �or structured�
illumination. In our initial implementation of HiLo micros-
copy, the nonuniform illumination was obtained with laser
speckle.11 However, HiLo microscopy is more general than
this and can be implemented with any type of nonuniform
illumination. In particular, we demonstrate here the imple-
mentation of HiLo endomicroscopy with nonuniform illumi-
nation in the form of a grid pattern, of the same type as used
in SIM. Indeed, our HiLo endomicroscope setup is identical
to our previous SIM endomicroscope setup �see Fig. 1�, ex-
cept that for HiLo, the spatial light modulator now toggles
between two illumination patterns, grid and uniform, whereas
for SIM, it sequentially produced three grid patterns of incre-
menting phase.10

The principle of HiLo microscopy was described in Ref.
11. In brief, a final optically sectioned HiLo image is con-
structed from the fusion of complementary in-focus high- and
low-frequency image components. High-frequency compo-
nents in the uniform illumination image are inherently in fo-
cus and are extracted with a high-pass filter. In-focus low-
frequency components, on the other hand, must be extracted
in a more complicated manner, since the simple application of
a low-pass filter to the uniform illumination image does not
reject out-of-focus background. To reject low-frequency out-

1083-3668/2009/14�3�/030502/3/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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Fig. 1 �a� HiLo endomicroscope setup: an expanded laser beam
�Cobolt Calypso, �=491 nm� is directed onto a spatial light modulator
�Holoeye LC-R 768� to create grid and uniform illumination patterns,
which are then projected into an imaging fiber bundle �600-�m use-
ful diameter; 30,000 fibers; 1.9-�m core diameters; 3.3-�m core
separations� equiped with a distal micro-objective �Mauna Kea Tech-
nologies: NA=0.8 water, working distance=60 �m, field of view
=240 �m�. The resultant fluorescence is isolated with a dichroic and
emission filter �Chroma� and recorded with a CCD camera �QImaging
Retiga�. Raw images of fluorescently labeled lens-paper fibers with
�b� grid and �c� uniform illumination.
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�1
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f-focus background, we evaluate the local contrast in the
uorescence image obtained with nonuniform illumination.
his local contrast is higher for in-focus image components

han for out-of-focus components and hence is axially re-
olved. A multiplication of the local image contrast with the
riginal uniform illumination image then provides an opti-
ally sectioned image, although at low resolution. A fusion of
his in-focus low-resolution image with the complementary
igh-resolution image �inherently in focus� then leads to a
ull-resolution image that is axially resolved over all spatial
requencies within the microscope passband.

A key step in HiLo microscopy is the extraction of local
mage contrast from the nonuniform illumination image. In
ur previous implementation where the nonuniform illumina-
ion consisted of laser speckle, this local image contrast was
valuated by calculating the standard deviation of the nonuni-
orm illumination image intensity over local, coarse-grained
esolution areas. In our current implementation with a grid
attern, we will adopt a slightly different, although essentially
quivalent, approach based on single-sideband demodulation.
o understand this approach, let us phenomenologically de-
ompose our uniform illumination image Iu���� into in-focus
nd out-of-focus components. That is, we write

Iu���� = Iin���� + Iout���� , �1�

here �� = �x ,y� are spatial coordinates in the image plane.
ur final goal is to isolate Iin����.

The nonuniform image can be decomposed similarly into

In���� = Iin�����1 + M sin��gx + ��� + Iout���� , �2�

here the �imaged� grid illumination is modeled as a sinu-
oidal pattern of spatial frequency �g in the x direction, with
rbitrary phase � and �imaged� modulation contrast M. Note
hat only the in-focus image component appears to be modu-
ated, whereas the out-of-focus component does not, precisely
ecause the latter is out of focus.

In���� and Iu���� are the two raw images required for HiLo
icroscopy. The ratio R����= In���� / Iu���� of these two images

eads to

R���� = 1 + C����M sin��gx + �� , �3�

here C����= Iin���� / �Iin����+ Iout����� is the local image con-
rast that we have set out to derive. The Fourier transform of
����—namely, R��� �—is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we ob-

erve that C��� � �the Fourier transform of C����� and its com-
lex conjugate reside in sidebands centered at ��g. The more
ighly contrasted the image, the taller and narrower these
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ig. 2 Schematic of R���. The right sideband R+��� is isolated from
he left sideband and from the zero-frequency delta function by ap-
lying a one-sided, high-pass filter to R��� �dashed line�. Note: The
xact cutoff response of the filter function can be chosen somewhat
rbitrarily.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 030502-
sidebands become. While several techniques may be used to
extract C��� � from R��� �, we adopt the standard technique of
single-sideband demodulation. In the frequency domain, this
corresponds to isolating only a single sideband R+��� � by ap-
plying a one-sided high-pass filter to R��� � �dashed line in
Fig. 2�, followed by an inverse Fourier transform to retrieve
R+����. Provided the sidebands are well separated from one
another �i.e., they do not overlap�, then the local image con-
trast is given by C����= �R+����R

+
*�����1/2 /M. From C����, de-

rived in this manner, and the uniform illumination image
Iu����, we can then infer Iin����=C����Iu����. That is, we can
extract Iin���� from Iu����, thereby obtaining an optically sec-
tioned image containing only in-focus contributions.

There are two difficulties with the preceding procedure.
First, the sidebands R−��� � and R+��� � may be so wide as to
overlap. This problem can be alleviated by choosing a one-
sided, high-pass filter cutoff profile that helps suppress the
overlap region. The second problem is that, in general, M is
not known a priori. We thus define a new parameter Isu����
= �R+����R

+
*�����1/2Iu���� that is independent of M. Moreover,

we purposefully restrict Isu���� to spatial frequencies smaller
than �g by applying a low-pass filter to Isu����, with user-
defined cutoff frequency �c��g, obtaining Ilp����
=LP�Isu�����. In practice, LP�Isu����� is performed by convolv-
ing Isu���� with a square window of size 2� /�g �or integral
multiple thereof, to minimize the possibility of aliasing�. In
addition to confining Isu���� to a well-defined bandwidth, such
filtering helps suppress potential artifacts arising, for example,
from a nonperfectly sinusoidal illumination pattern.

Finally, the low-resolution image Ilp���� is combined with
complementary high-resolution information Ihp���� obtained
by applying a high-pass filter directly to the uniform illumi-
nation image, such that Ihp����=HP�Iu�����= Iu����−LP�Iu�����.
The final processed HiLo image is given by
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Fig. 3 Intermediate �a� Ilp���� and �b� Ihp���� images obtained from raw
images in Fig. 1, and �c� final HiLo image. �Note: Panel �b� contains
both positive and negative values.� �d� Demonstration of HiLo sec-
tioning capacity using axially scanned fluorescent half-space �Chroma
plastic slide—see inset.�
May/June 2009 � Vol. 14�3�2
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Ihilo���� = 	Ilp���� + Ihp���� , �4�

here 	 is a scaling factor introduced to ensure a seamless
ransition of the frequency content of Ihilo���� across the cutoff
requency �c. �In effect, the introduction of 	 compensates for
he fact that M is unknown—see Ref. 11 for an explanation of
ow 	 is derived from Ilp���� and Ihp����, based on their
omplementary nature.� We emphasize that Ihilo���� is axially
esolved over all spatial frequencies, both high and low,
ithin the endomicroscope passband and therefore constitutes

n optically sectioned image. Moreover, it provides a faithful
endition of the sample since, to high accuracy, Ihilo���� is
irectly proportional to the in-focus fluorophore concentration
n the sample.

Figure 3 provides comparisons of standard wide-field and
iLo endomicroscope images through a fiber bundle. It

hould be noted that a longer grid period leads to a stronger
maged modulation depth M—however, at the expense of
eaker HiLo optical sectioning capacity. A grid period of
0 �m was found to provide a reasonable compromise be-
ween grid pattern contrast and HiLo optical sectioning capac-
ty. A rough measure of this sectioning capacity can be in-
erred from a measurement of the detected signal strength
rom a uniform fluorescent half-space whose interface is
canned through the focal plane. A comparison of the signal
trengths acquired with wide-field and HiLo endomicroscopy
s illustrated in Fig. 3�d�, where we observe that the HiLo
ignal strength decays much more precipitously than the
ide-field signal strength. The corresponding HiLo axial res-
lution for a laterally uniform plane is inferred from the de-
ivative of the HiLo signal strength, and is found, in this case,
o be about 30-�m FWHM. Note that for a laterally uniform
ample, Ihp���� vanishes, and the HiLo image is comprised
olely of Ilp����.

Finally, a comparison of wide-field and HiLo endomicro-
copic imaging of colon tissue in motion is illustrated in the
ultimedia movies �Video 1 and Video 2�. Note the absence

f a residual grid pattern or other motion-related artifacts. Our
et HiLo imaging acquisition rate was about 2 Hz �i.e.,
50 ms per raw image�. This rate was software limited and
ill be improved in future versions of our apparatus. Our

ideo 1. Wide-field movie of an exteriorized rat colonic mucosa la-
eled with Acridine Orange dye �MPG, 3.2 MPG�.
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.3130266.1�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 030502-
imaging resolution is about 2.6 �m, limited by the Nyquist
frequency associated with the �magnified� fiber core quasip-
eriodicity �see Ref. 10�.

In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated the ca-
pacity of HiLo microscopy to provide optically sectioned im-
aging of fluorescently labeled colon tissue through a flexible
optical fiber bundle. We anticipate that this will open new
possibilities in high-resolution fluorescence endomicroscopy.
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